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It must be a natural law that well storied point-and-click adventures have to have bad graphics to be seen as serious stuff. The
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Samaritan Paradox is one of these. A resolution of 640x400 must be enough (and on D3D9 its even half size lol) Actually you
play two different stories: One takes place is Gothenburg, Sweden in the 80ies with a murder crime scene and you as the
cryptologist Ord (yeah, that's a name) searching for three chapters of a mysterious book hidden by the victim, a famous writer.
The second is the story of the book: A medieval fantasy story with dragons and wizards. In there you are a female named Freya.
Somehow there are some parallels between the fantasy story and the real world as you can imagine. Alltogether It's really
amazing how innovative and various the riddles in this game are. Sometimes there are fast click actions where you must hide
quickly behind doors. Another times you rebuild star constellations on a dame chess board. You must find combinations of
items, transcode messages and working as a hobby detective. Highly enjoyable! The final conclusion is, you'll see then, the irony
which the samaritan paradox means. Somebody who is helping poor people in the third world but in order to hide his illegal
business activities. And someone who slayes dragons and poison people to find the love of his/her life and pretend to the people
that he/she saved them all.. Pros: - The plots. There's two of them, Both are magnificent. - Graphics, music and voice acting,
Everything is top class. - Most of the puzzles. Very good! Logical and challenging. Hard to find nowadays. Cons: - Starchart/8
queens puzzle. It's ridiculous! And sadistically implemented. The same implies for Rites/Bunker puzzle. Reminds me of
nightmarish puzzles in some early quests. - Some realtime puzzles require pixel-perfect positioning of the main character.
VERY annoying. Nonetheless, it's a great game. Highly recommended.. Amazing game! Loved it! The story is just fantastic and
really well done! Bravo!. Bottomline at the top: This felt like an early Sierra game, nice artwork, interesting story, and obscure
puzzles with moon logic. If your a P&C fan and can find this on sale give it a go! Pros ------------------------------------------------
-Nice background art. -I like the notebook mechanic. Reminds me of other games I've enjoyed (Gabriel Knight, Kathy Rain,
Lamplight City) -The going back between the main game and reading the fantasy book worked well in my opinion Meh.
------------------------------------------------ -Voice acting is hit or miss. Most of the main characters are decent, but a couple of
minor characters sound like friends of the developer -No fast traveling across screen with double click. Also that map was only
available in certain locations. -No autosave. There was a rewind feature if you are unable to do a necessary action in time. -At
$7 normal asking price, this game would feel a little pricey for 5 hours of game play. -The ending was unexpected. Not in a bad
way, but not in a great way either. Cons ------------------------------------------------ -There was a bug for me where hitting the
escape key completely froze the cursor in game. It happened a few times when i meant to just enter the save menu. Ended up
replaying a few parts multiple times. Needless to say it was incredibly annoying. -Had a bug where i could not give the dragon
the right bowl of water and needed a reload -There was a lack of custom responses for certain actions that didn't do anything
(i.e. combining some items that could not be combined at best gave you a generic "I cant use x on y" or at worse didn't say
anything at all.) It would have been nice for there to be a few programmed one liners or something that just didn't feel so
generic -There were several completely non-intuative puzzles and a few were incredibly difficult (I didn't memorize the number
of Hercules' labours in school nor would I have picked up a vague poem's reference to them in game. Nor would I have guessed
to use the duct tape on certain places or use a the cutting saw at just the right moment). Definitely needed a walkthrough. -Game
felt to be in a pretty low resolution. I couldn't tell the main characters telephone in his apartment from just a green blob. There
is more than a little pixel hunting in this game and the low resolution just makes it all the more difficult. Its a nice afternoon
P&C jaunt across a murder mystery and a fantasy story. As long as you can wait for a Steam sale and you have your
walkthrough handy, I'd recommend giving this one a go.. How do you rate a game that was fairly entertaining right up until the
last 5 minutes? That's The Samaritan Paradox for you. It plays through the first 5 hours as a decent modern adventure game.
Aside from a few tedious stealth segments, the puzzling is in the Goldilocks Zone - not too easy and not too hard. Nice music
and art too. A solid 7/10, right? That ending, though. It's no spoiler to say there is a big reveal - it is a mystery after all - but
what i found unsatisfying is that the only way to complete the game after that point is to lie to someone who trusts you and to
become an accessory to murder, both of which feel out of character for the person you played during the rest of the game. I
mean, there are a lot of games where you play unlikable protagonists, and that's okay, but here you go from being an
unremarkable potato to an outright psychopath in a couple of clicks. It's weird. The other unfortunate aspect of this game is that
the location is about as Swedish as you could possibly get, but (almost) all the voice actors are American, so it takes you out of
the world a little bit. But, you know, it's still a good adventure game mechanically. So if you are into adventure games and
mysteries, it's still worth playing.. This is a classic point-and-click adventure game with the standard bizarre inventory and
dialogue puzzles. Some puzzles are pretty clever, but most are uninspired or kind of weird. What makes The Samaritan Paradox
stand out is its two concurrent storylines: the political thriller in the present (investigating the death, searching for the novel) and
the fantasy story segments (the chapters of the novel). However, the ending slaps you in the face with incredibly dark/sensitive
subject matter in a really crass and weird way and that soured the whole experience for me. I am angry now even seeing this
game in my library.. Good long playing adventure in old style (1990's). Nice music and graphics. **Few cons Few places with
pixel hunting Few weird puzzles (I don't mean the combination puzzles, but rather general "use that on there").. When you first
start playing this, you may think it's going to be another one of those generic indie point n' clicks. Kinda cool, some interesting
concepts maybe, but largely forgettable . This one really started to stand apart for me once you start reading the book and are
transported into the story. The puzzles are fiendishly difficult. Just as I was congratulating myself for besting the dragon with no
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guide help, I get absolutely crushed on the most insane "8 queens" puzzle I've ever encountered. I figured out that the harpy
constellation is important, I figured out the chest numbers. I even solved the 8 queens puzzle on my own. But would I have ever
figured out, without a guide, that the 8 queens puzzle had a twist, and that not only did the queens have to be out of check with
each other, but they had to represent the harpy constellation as well? I don't think so.. 7 Screen comes out with another
psychologically based game. This one is a real heart-breaker however. A young woman's father dies but she doesn't want to play
his scavenger hunt game. Instead, she hires the protagonist by offering to split whatever the inheritance is. As the plot will
unfold, the protagonist discovers layers of deception until finally, true to 7 Screen's form, the final layer is a defense
mechanism. Sorting out the truth of the code is what drives the plot. Again, true to 7 Screen is the brilliance of the human mind,
that it can outwit the evil seeking to subvert it. Watch as how the protagonist plays into the mind of another to unravel evil and
put it to rest. Unfortunately, the healing aspect never occurs. Unlike in the game of The Cat Lady, where healing is actually the
primary theme, another defense mechanism takes over and wins. While the story has a happy ending, the truth is suppressed and
healing cannot occur. This game will teach deeply about defense mechanisms but unfortunately will not teach about healing.
Real healing is in the degradation of defense mechanisms.. The Samaritan Paradox is an adventure game worth playing by any
dedicated fan of the genre, and although it might not be the brightest star in the sky, it will serve well as a good entry point for
newcomers. Similar to titles such as the Blackwell series or Kathy Rain, SP shares with them the emphasis on investigation and
dialogue trees rather than hardcore puzzles, but, quite unfairly, it does not share their fame. Having played some of the above
mentioned titles, I don't think it lacks either depth or story. Ord Salamon, a cryptologist undergoing an existential crisis, finds
new meaning in his life while trying to help Sara uncover the mysterious "suicide" of her father, Jonathan Bergwall, renowned
crime fiction author. As Ord discovers the missing chapters of the deceased's last novel, he slowly reveals a conspiracy plot and
some uncomfortable family secrets. The usual who-is-the-murderer scenario has enough twists and turns to keep you thrilled up
to the very end, and although not quite of my taste, the final revelation came as an unexpected surprise. A very interesting idea
is that the fictional world of the book in question constitutes a separate game inside the game. In fact the story of the novel and
the real-time world of the investigation interact with each other; at some points you will not be able to proceed, unless you first
solve puzzles located in the literary world of Bergwall's lost book. Another pro is that the Samaritan Paradox has few of those
frustrating moments when an unsolvable puzzle ends up being a ridiculous trick with its self-indulgent irrational 'logic'. I did
resort to a walkthrough twice, but only to realise that all I needed was to think out of the box - hardly a negative thing in
adventure games. Personally, I enjoy logical puzzles far more than investigation or time-based challenges; the game does lean
toward the latter towards the end, but there were enough puzzles scattered around to give me the satisfaction of solving them
unassisted! At the end of the day, Ord's journey in late 1980s Sweden immersed me into its pixelized universe deep enough to
wake the despised 100% completion vanity! A friendly warning to the achievment hunter tribe: there are many missable ones,
and even a second walkthrough might not reveal all of them. Be sure to make lots of save points, since many achievements are
more of the easter egg type, and make no difference to the story (hence they are easy to miss). Moreover, they don't pop up
offline, so make sure to make your saves on the right moment before you go online to have them added in your profile. All in
all, this is a well-crafted story, worth scratching beyond its surface; it will certainly leave you a bittersweet feel when the end
credits start to roll and you wave goodbye to Ord, Sara and the rest of the crew.

Whispers of a Machine has a steam page! :. Whispers of a Machine launching on April 17! :. Whispers of a Machine - new
game by the developer - is in production! : Hello, Faravid Interactive and Clifftop Games (Kathy Rain), are proud to announce
the new game-in-production Whispers of a Machine. Please visit and see what it's all about. It will be like TSP, only prettier,
better, less frustrating and overall a more rewarding gaming experience.. The Samaritan Paradox is updated to version 1.1 :
Hello there! Today (Sat 05 May) we have updated the standard (default) branch of The Samaritan Paradox to Version 1.1.
Please see below for important notes about previously Saved Games. Your game will update automatically with a download of
around 14mb. This update currently applies to the Windows version only. We hope to update the existing Linux version in due
course. Version 1.1 has been rebuilt through the latest version of AGS (3.4.1) which allows for better performance on high
resolution monitors. You may need to adjust the settings (via Winsetup) to suit your needs. Alt+Enter to switch between
Fullscreen & Windowed Mode whilst playing Increased memory cache (up to 512mb) to reduce slowdown issues Updated
steamapi.dll for those who have experienced an error on startup with "SetAchievement^1" error Also, Spanish translation has
been updated with some minor spelling and grammar fixes thanks to walas74. Saved Games: Due to the rebuild through a new
version of AGS engine, players who have saved games before today will now have incompatible save games with version 1.1. If
you want to restore your old Save Games, you will need to jump back to version 1.0. This is very simple: Right click on The
Samaritan Paradox in your Steam library, choose Properties and then select the Betas tab. From the drop down menu, select
"Freja v1.0" and you will be on the Freja branch. We apologize for the inconvenience but want to keep the game up to date and
compatible with newer hardware since its release in 2014. Thanks for understanding! As always, if you continue to experience
any issues please let us know in the Steam forum: Note: We realize some elements of each translation may not be working fully,
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and hope to fix this and update version 1.1 in the near future. We've also tested better functionality of the inventory bar after
player feedback, and hope to also have a small update for that soon. Don't forget to keep an eye on the developers next game,
Whispers of a Machine.
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